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By Mr. White of Groveland, petition of Benjamin H. White for legislation rela-
tive to the regulation of the distribution and sale of packages of hazardous sub-
stances intended or suitable for household use. Public Health.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty

An Act to regulate the distribution and sale of packages

OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES INTENDED OR SUITABLE FOR HOUSE-
HOLD USE.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. The General Laws are hereby amended by in-
-2 serting after chapter 94A the following chapter: -

3

Regulation of Hazardous Substances4

5 Section 1. This act may be cited as the “Hazardous Sub-
-6 stances Labeling Act”.
7 Section 2. The following words as used in this chapter, un-
-8 less the context otherwise requires, shall have the following
9 meanings:

10 (a) The term “department” means the department of public
11 health.
12 (6) The term “commissioner” means the commissioner of
13 public health.
14 (c) The term “person” includes an individual, partnership,
15 trust, corporation and association.
16 (d) (1) The term “hazardous substance” means
17 (A) Any substance or mixture of substances which (i) is
18 toxic, (ii) is corrosive, (iii) is an irritant, (iv) is a strong sensi-
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19 tizer, (v) is flammable or (vi) generates pressure through de-
-20 composition, heat or other means, if such substance or mixture
21 of substances may cause substantial personal injury or sub-
-22 stantial illness during or as a proximate result of any customary
23 or reasonably foreseeable handling or use, including reasonably
24 foreseeable ingestion by children.
25 (B) Any substances which the department by regulation
26 finds, pursuant to the provisions of section three (a), meets the
27 requirements of subparagraph (1) (A) of this paragraph.
28 (C) Any radioactive substance, if, with respect to such sub-
-29 stance as used in a particular class of article or as packaged,
30 the department determines by regulation that the substance is
31 sufficiently hazardous to require labeling in accordance with
32 this act in order to protect the public health.
33 (2) The term “hazardous substance” shall include benzol,
34 carbon tetrachloride, and all other substances subject on the
35 effective date of this act to regulation under sections one hun-
-36 dred and forty-two A to one hundred and forty-two G, inclu-
-37 sive, of chapter one hundred and forty-nine of the General Laws
38 as currently amended, and as to such substances when in con-
-39 tainers intended or suitable for household use, the department
40 of public health acting under this chapter shall have primary
41 jurisdiction; provided, however, that unless and until the de-
-42 partment of public health exercises its jurisdiction and issues
43 regulations hereunder with respect to any such substance and
44 until the effective date of such regulations, any joint regula-
-45 tions now in effect or hereafter to be issued by the departments
46 acting jointly under said sections one hundred and forty-two A
47 to one hundred and forty-two G, inclusive, shall continue in full
48 force and effect.
49 (3) The term “hazardous substance” shall not include
50 either (A) economic poisons subject to the federal Insecticide,
51 Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, or (B) foods, drugs and cos-
-52 metics subject to either the federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
53 Act or the Food and Drug Act of the commonwealth.
54 (e) The term “toxic” shall apply to any substance (other
55 than a radioactive substance) which has the capacity to pro-
-56 duce personal injury or illness to man through ingestion, in-
-57 halation or absorption through any body surface.
58 (/) (1) The term “ highly toxic ” means any substance which
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59 falls within any of the following categories: (A) Produces death
60 within fourteen days in half or more than half of a group of ten
61 or more laboratory white rats each weighing between two hum
62 dred and three hundred grams, at a single dose of fifty milli-
-63 grams or less per kilogram of body weight, when orally admin-
-64 istered; or (B) produces death within fourteen days in half or
65 more than half of a group of ten or more laboratory white rats
66 each weighing between two hundred and three hundred grams,
67 when inhaled continuously for a period of one hour or less at
68 an atmospheric concentration of two hundred parts per million
69 by volume or less of gas or vapor or two milligrams per liter by
70 volume or less of mist or dust; provided, such concentration is
71 likely to be encountered by man when the substance is used in
72 any reasonably foreseeable manner; or (C) produces death
73 within fourteen days in half or more than half of a group of
74 ten or more rabbits tested in a dosage of two hundred milligrams
75 or less per kilogram of body weight, when administered by
76 continuous contact with the bare skin for twenty-four hours or
77 less.
78 (2) If the department finds that available data on human
79 experience with any substance indicate results different from
80 those obtained on animals in the above-named dosages or con-
-81 centrations, the human data shall take precedence.
82 (g) The term “corrosive” means any substance which in
83 contact with living tissue will cause destruction of tissue by
84 chemical action; but shall not refer to action on inanimate
85 surfaces.
86 (h) The term “irritant” means any substance not corrosive
87 within the meaning of subparagraph ( g) which on immediate,
88 prolonged or repeated contact with normal living tissue will
89 induce a local inflammatorv reaction.
90 (i) The term “strong sensitizer” means a substance which
91 will cause on normal living tissue through an allergic or photo-
-92 dynamic process a hypersensitivity which becomes evident on
93 reapplication of the same substance and which is designated
94 as such by the department. Before designating any substance
95 as a strong sensitizer, the department, upon consideration of
96 the frequency of occurrence and severity of the reaction, shall
97 find that the substance has a significant potential for causing
98 hypersensitivity.
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(j) The term “extremely flammable” shall apply to any sub-
stance which has a flash point at or below twenty degrees
Fahrenheit as determined by the Tagliabue Open Cup Tester,
and the term “flammable” shall apply to any substance
which has a flash point of above twenty degrees to and includ-
ing eighty degrees Fahrenheit, as determined by the Tagliabue
Open Cup Tester : except that the flammability of solids and
of the contents of self-pressurized containers shall be deter-
mined by methods generally recognized as applicable to such
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regulations issued by the de-frcontainers and established by
partment.
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übstance” means a substance(k) The term “radioactive
which emits ionizing radiation
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a display of written, printed or(I) The term “label” mean112
113 graphic matter upon the immediate container of any substance;
114 and a requirement made by or under authority of this act that
115 any word, statement or other information appearing on the
116 label shall not be considered to be complied with unless such
117 word, statement or other information also appears (1) on the
118 outside container or wrapper, if any there be, unless it is easily
119 legible through the outside container or wrapper and (2) on all
120 accompanying literature where there are directions for use,
121 written or otherwise.
122 (m) The term “immediate container” does not include
123 package liners.
124 (n) The term “misbranded package” or “misbranded pack-
125 age of a hazardous substance” means a hazardous substance in
126 a container intended or suitable for household use which, ex-
127 cept as otherwise provided by or pursuant to section three,
128 fails to bear a label
129 (1) which states conspicuously (A) the name and place of
130 business of the manufacturer, packer, distributor or seller;
131 (B) the common or usual name or the chemical name (if there
132 be no common or usual name) of the hazardous substance or oits
133 each component which contributes substantially to its hazard,
134 unless the department by regulation permits or requires the
135 use of a recognized generic name; (C) the signal word
136 “DANGER” on substances which are corrosive, extremely
137 flammable, or highly toxic; (D) the signal word “WARNING’
138 or “CAUTION” on all other hazardous substances; (E) an
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139 affirmative statement of the principal hazard or hazards, such
140 as “Flammable”, “Vapor Harmful”, “Causes Burns”, “Ab-
141 sorbed Through Skin”, or similar wording descriptive of the
142 hazard; (F) precautionary measures describing the action to
143 be followed or avoided, except when modified by regulations
144 of the department pursuant to section 3; (G) instructions,
145 when necessary or appropriate, for first-aid treatment; (H)
146 word “POISON” for any hazardous substance which is de-
147 fined as “highly toxic” by subsection (/); (I) instructions for
148 handling and storage of packages which require special care in
149 handling or storage; and (J) the statement “Keep out of t!
150 reach of children”, or its practical equivalent, a
151 (2) on which any statements required under subparagraph
152 (1) of this paragraph are located prominently and are in the
153 English language in conspicuous and legible type in contrast by
154 typography, layout or color with other printed matter on the
155 label.
156 Section 3. (a) 1. Whenever in the judgment of the d(
157 partment such action will promote the objectives of this act
158 by avoiding or resolving uncertainty as to its applic
159 department may by 7 reasonable rules and regulations declare
160 to be a hazardous substance, for the purpose of this act, ainv

161 substance or mixture of substances which it finds meets the
162 requirements of subparagraph (1) (A) of section two (d) .

163 2. Proceedings for the issuance, amendment or repeal of
164 regulations under this subsection shall in all respects be go\

165 erned by the provisions of the State Administrative Proced
neral Laws, as amended166 Act, chapter thirty A of the (

167 ([b) If the department fine Ie requirements of se
168 tion two (n) (1) are not adequate for the protection of the pub-
169 lie health and safety in view of the special hazard presented by
170 any particular hazardous substance, it may by regulation es
171 tablish such reasonable variations or additional label require

172 ments as it finds necessary for the protection of the publi
173 health and safety; and any7 p nkage of such hazardous sub-
174 stance which fails to bear a lab irdance with such regu-

175 lations shall be deemed to be a misbranded package of
576 hazardous substance
177 (c) If the department finds
178 package involved or because of

hat, because of the size of
the minor hazard presented by
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179 the substance contained therein, or for other good and suffi-
180 cient reasons, full compliance with the labeling requirements
181 otherwise applicable under this act is impracticable or is not
182 necessary for the adequate protection of the public health
183 and safety, it shall promulgate regulations exempting such sub-
184 stance from these requirements to the extent it determines to
185 be consistent with adequate protection of the public health
186 and safety
187 (d) The department may exempt from the requirements es-
188 tablished by or pursuant to this act any package or container |v
189 of a hazardous substance with respect to which it finds that
190 adequate requirements satisfying the purposes of this act have
191 been established by or pursuant to any other provision of the
192 General Laws as currently amended, or by any provision of
193 the laws of the United States of America and regulations duly
194 issued pursuant thereto.
195 Section J. No person shall:
196 (a) Sell or expose for sale or have in his possession with in-
197 tent to distribute for sale or sell any misbranded package of a
198 hazardous substance.
199 (6) Alter, mutilate, destroy, obliterate or remove the whole

200 or any part of the label on a package of, or do any other act
201 with respect to, a hazardous substance, if such act is done while
202 the substance is kept for distribution or sale and results in the
203 hazardous substance being in a misbranded package
204 (c) In any manufacturing, mechanical or mercantile estab-
205 lishment or other place of employment transfer any hazardous
206 substance from a package to another package for storage, if
207 such transfer will result in the hazardous substance being in a
208 misbranded package.
209 ( d) Give a guarantee or undertaking referred to in section
210 six which guarantee or undertaking is false, except in reliance
211 upon a guarantee or undertaking to the same effect signed by,
112 and containing the name and address of, the person residing in
213 the United States from rvhom he received in good faith the
214 hazardous substance
215 (e) Refuse to permit entry or inspection or the taking of
216 samples as authorized by section twelve.
217 (/) Sell or expose for sale or have in his possession with in-
218 tent to distribute for sale or sell a hazardous substance in a
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container which is a food, drug or cosmetic container still bear-
ing original labeling, or identification. The reuse of a food,
drug or cosmetic container as a container for a hazardous sub-
stance shall be deemed to be an act which results in the hazard-
ous substance being in a misbranded package. As used in this
paragraph, the terms “food” and “drug” shall have the same
meaning set forth in section one of chapter ninety-four of the
General Laws, as amended, and “cosmetic” shall have the
same meaning as in the federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act, as amended.
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(g) Manufacture any hazardous substance that is mis-
branded with the intent that the same be distributed or sold
in violation of this chapter.

229
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(h) Use to his own advantage, or reveal other than to the
commissioner or officers or employees of the department or to
the courts when relevant in any judicial proceeding under this
chapter any information acquired under authority of section
twelve concerning any method or process which as a trade
secret is entitled to protection.
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Section 5. Whoever, himself or by his servant or agent
violates any of the provisions of section four shall be punished
by a fine of not less than fifty nor more than two hundred
dollars.
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Section 6. An act prohibited by section four (a) shall not
be an offense if committed by a person in possession of a guar-
antee or undertaking signed by, and containing the name and
address of, the person residing in the United States from whom
he received in good faith the hazardous substance, to the effect
that the hazardous substance is not in misbranded packages
within the meaning of that term in this act and prior to his
being notified by the department or a board of health of the
fact that the hazardous substance is in fact misbranded; nor
shall it be an offense to have committed an act prohibited by
section four (a) in respect to any hazardous substance shipped
or delivered for shipment in interstate commerce or for ex-
port to any foreign country, in a package marked for interstate
shipment or export on the outside of the shipping container
and labeled in accordance with the specifications of the pur-
chaser and in accordance with the laws of the state of destina-
tion, the United States or of the foreign country.
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259 Section 7. Collection of samples of substances believed to
be hazardous substances in misbranded packages may be made200
by authorized agents of the department of public health or of261
the boards of health of cities or towns. Samples may be pur-262
chased in the open market, and if in bulk and the sample is263

264 taken from the original package, carton, wrapper or other con-
265 tainer in the presence of such authorized agent, the marks,

brands or tags upon such container, and the accompanying266
printed or written matter shall be noted by such agent, who267
shall also note the name of the vendor bv whom the sale was26S

269 made, together with the date of the purchase. If practicable,
mples shall be collected in duplicate, or divided into two70

substantially equal parts, and each part shall be labeled with271
identifying marks. One of such parts or samples shall be de-272

273 livered to the person from whom they were taken, or, if a guar-
anty has been given, such part or sample shall be sent to the274
guarantor. The other part or sample shall be sent to the275
laboratory of the department or board taking the sample, if276
laid board maintains a laboratory. Parts of samples divided277

as hereinbefore provided shall be sealed by said agent, at the278
279 time of the taking thereof, as provided by the regulations of

the department of public health, with a seal provided for that280

purpose. Whenever it is impracticable either to collect more281
282 than one sample or to divide the same, such sample shall be

sent to the laboratory of the department or board taking the283
284 sample, if said board maintains a laboratory

samples of substances in order
st whether such articles are mis-
within the meaning of this chap-
direction of the department or
provided in the preceding sec-

Section 8. Examination of
to determine by analysis or te
branded hazardous substances
ter shall be made under the
board taking such samples as
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tion; and if it shall appear from such examination that any of
the samples are so misbranded, the commissioners or the local

10
291

board of health need not cause formal complaint to be
at once, but shall cause reasonable notice thereof, together with

!Q9

29,

a copy of the results of such analysis or test, to be given to the
party from whom the sample was obtained or to the party be-
lieved to be responsible for the condition of the sample, to the
guarantor, if any, and to the party, if any, whose name ap-
pears upon the label as manufacturer, packer, producer, whole-
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saler, retailer or other dealer. Before any formal complaint is
entered, any person so notified shall be given an opportunity to
be heard before any person designated by the commissioners or
local board of health taking the sample, under such rules and
regulations as the department prescribes. Such notice shall
specify the date, hour and place of hearing, and the parties
interested therein may appear in person or by an attorney. If
it is decided that the party whose name appears upon the label,
or the guarantor, shall be notified, and such party or guarantor
resides without the commonwealth, the notice shall be sent by
mail to such address as, with due diligence, may be obtained.
If after such opportunity to be heard it appears that any pro-
vision of this chapter has been violated, the department or
local board of health may make or authorize to be made a
formal complaint to a court or justice having jurisdiction in
such cases, but no evidence of the result of such analysis or
test shall be received if the agent described in the preceding
section has refused or neglected to seal and deliver the sample,
or part thereof, if and as required in the preceding section.
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Section 9. Whenever the commissioner of public health or
his duly authorized agent finds or has probable cause to believe
based upon inspection or chemical, bacteriological or physical
examination, that any hazardous substance is misbranded, he
shall affix or cause to be affixed to such article a tag or other
appropriate marking, giving notice that such article is or is
suspected of being misbranded and has been detained or em-
bargoed for a period of fifteen days, and warning all persons
not to remove or dispose of such article by sale or otherwise
until permission for removal or disposal is given by said com-
missioner, his agent or the court; provided, any such article
may at the discretion of the manufacturer or claimant be re-
moved from public display but shall not be removed from the
immediate premises. The claimant shall be authorized to
destroy the article so detained if such article is destroyed
under the supervision of an agent of said commissioner. When
an article detained or embargoed has been found to be mis-
branded, the commissioner or said agent shall within five days
thereafter file a petition in any district or municipal court
within whose jurisdiction the article is detained or embargoed
for a libel of condemnation of such article. When such agent
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339 has found that an article so detained or embargoed is not mis-
-340 branded he shall remove the tag or other marking, thereby
341 permitting its release. If the court finds that a detained or
342 embargoed article is misbranded, such article shall after entry
343 of the decree be destroyed at the expense of the claimant
344 thereof under the supervision of such agent; provided, that
345 when the misbranding can be corrected by proper labeling or
346 processing of the article, the court after entry of the decree
347 and a good and sufficient bond conditioned that such articles
348 shall be so labeled or processed has been executed by the 1
349 claimant, may by order direct that such article be delivered to
350 the claimant thereof for such labeling or processing under the
351 supervision of an agent of said commissioner. Such bond shall
352 be returned to the claimant of the article on representation to
353 the court by the department of public health that the article
354 is no longer in violation of the law. Whoever removes or dis-
-355 poses of a hazardous substance which has been detained or em-
-356 bargoed as provided herein without permission for such re-
157 moval or disposal by said commissioner, his agent or the court
358 shall be punished by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars
359 nor more than five hundred dollars or by imprisonment for not
360 more than six months.
361 Section 10. (a) The superior court shall have jurisdiction
362 in equity upon suit brought by the department of public health
363 in the name of the commonwealth, to restrain violations of
364 this act.
365 R>) In any proceeding for criminal contempt for violation of
366 an injunction or restraining order issued under this section,
367 which violation also constitutes a violation of this act, trial
368 shall be by the court or, upon demand of the accused, by a
369 jury.
370 Section 11. The authority to promulgate regulations for the
371 efficient enforcement of this act is hereby vested in the com-
-372 missioners of the department of public health.
373 Section 12. For purposes of enforcement of this act, officers
374 or employees duly designated by the department or by boards
375 of health of cities or towns, upon presenting appropriate
376 credentials and a written notice to the owner, operator or
377 agent in charge, are authorized (1) to enter, at reasonable times,
378 anv factory, warehouse or establishment in which hazardous
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379 substances are packed, or held for distribution or sale, or to
380 enter any vehicle being used to transport or hold such hazardous
381 substances; (2) to inspect, at reasonable times and within
382 reasonable limits and in a reasonable manner, such factory,
383 warehouse, establishment or vehicle, and all pertinent finished
384 and unfinished hazardous substances, and labeling therein;
385 and (3) to obtain samples of such hazardous substances, or of
386 labeling or packages thereof. A separate notice shall be given
.387 for each such inspection, but a notice shall not be required for
388 each entry made during the period covered by the inspection.
389 Each such inspection shall be commenced and completed with
390 reasonable promptness.
391 Section IS. No act prohibited by this chapter shall be an
392 offense which occurs: (a) prior to the expiration of the sixth
393 calendar month after the date on which this act takes effect,
394 or (6) prior to the expiration of such additional period or
395 periods, ending not more than eighteen months after the ef-
396 fective date of this act, as the department may prescribe on the
397 basis of a finding that conditions exist which necessitate the
398 prescribing of such additional period or periods: provided, that
399 the department may limit the application of such additional
400 period or periods to violations related to specified provisions of
401 this act, or to specified kinds of hazardous substances or pack-
402 ages thereof, or (c) with respect to any particular hazardous
403 substance, if it relates to misbranding of a package or container
404 of a substance which at the time it was purchased by the per-
405 son committing the act was not generally known to be a hazard-
406 ous substance, and was committed before the person committing
407 it knew or reasonably should have known that the substance
408 was a hazardous substance.
409 Section 14- If any provision of this chapter is declared un-
410 constitutional, or the applicability thereof to any person or
111 circumstance is held invalid, the constitutionality of the re-
-112 mainder of the act and the applicability thereof to other
413 persons and circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

1 Section 2. This act shall take effect ninety days from the
date of its enactment except that requirements for labeling
and marking shall not take effect prior to January first, nine-
teen hundred and sixty-one, and hazardous substances in pack-
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ages acquired or manufactured by any person prior to that
date and not in violation of sections one hundred and forty-
two A through one hundred and forty-two G of the General
Laws may be sold or consumed in the ordinary course of busi-
ness for such period (not less than six months nor more than
twelve months subsequent to January first, nineteen hundred
and sixty-one) as the department may by regulation prescribe.
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